Teacher

Directions

First off, THANK YOU for your purchase of our amazing Level
Up Writing Challenges! We are so excited that you want the best for
your students and are ready to engage, challenge, and have fun! These
challenges are meant to do just that! In the next few pages, we are
going to provide you with detailed directions for each challenge, materials
that you may need, answer keys for each checking. We’ve organized the
directions into a ‘Before You Play” and specific pages for each challenge
with answer keys included, to help make finding the directions you need
easier!
A few pieces of information just to get you started:
•This activity includes 7 academic challenges. We know that writing is not
always given the longest amount of time in our daily schedules so when
thinking about doing this activity, you might need to chunk it up into 1-3
days depending on the amount of time you have. With the use of the
badge boards (you’ll read about those in a bit) it will be easy for the
students/teams to remember which challenge they were on.
•All pages are black and white ink friendly. If there’s a page that is
colorful, it will have a black and white counterpart to help save ink! We
definitely recommend using colorful paper for the black and white pages
to help make them more fun!
•To make sure that all students are active participants, we recommend
that the teams you create a no more than 3-4 students maximum. We
want to make sure all students get their hands on the fun!
•If you have ANY questions about this resource, please do not hesitate
to reach out to either of us! We are here and happy to help. You can
email us directly: Brenda - primaryinspired@gmail.com or Ciera –
adventuresofroom129@gmail.com We hope you AND your students
absolutely love these challenges! Have fun!
~Brenda & Ciera

Before

You Play

Materials you need to gather:
•Scissors
•Tape (one for each team)
•Large manila envelopes (the # depends on the number of teams you
have). You will need 5 for each team, plus 2 extra for you.
•Small letter size envelopes (3 for each team)
•Printed labels for envelopes
•Stapler
INSERT PIC OF MATERIALS NEEDED
•Crayons
•Glue

Steps to get ready:
1. Make sure all challenges are printed. You will need a copy of each
challenge for each group you have. (not individual)
2. Place challenges in the large manila envelopes and glue on the labels to
outside of envelope. Make sure the label matches the challenge inside!
3. Print off anchor charts (1 copy per group).
4. Print off Boosts and Zingers – these you will keep up front with you!
5. Have answer keys ready to check work!
6. Print off early finisher activity. You can do this in groups or
individually to keep down on the talking while other groups are trying
to finish.
7. Print off one badge board per group and individual badges as well.
These need to be cut and ready to tape on when awarded to the
groups for completing their challenges!
8. Make sure you have the certificates printed and hidden under your
teacher stapler ready to be discovered by your Master Writers!
9. For more specific directions on each challenge see the next few
pages. 
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Rookie

Challenge

Steps to get ready:
1. Each team needs an envelope with their Rookie Challenge page,
Characteristics anchor chart, and crayons (red, blue, green,
pink, purple)
2. Before the challenge, if you printed the black & white Rookie
Boosts, make sure to color over the closing in purple, and the
heading in green. If you printed these in color, disregard.
3. Their goal is to analyze the writing example and look for the
specific characteristics of that type of writing. They will use
the color code on the anchor chart to underline the evidence
they find in the writing.
4. Once a group finishes the challenge, use the answer key below
to check their work. If correct, award them with their
Rookie badge (Yay!) and have them place it on their badge
board. They can now proceed to the next challenge.
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Apprentice
Challenge
Steps to get ready:
1. Each team needs an envelope with their Apprentice Challenge
pages (some pieces need cut up prior to giving them to
students!), Structure anchor chart, and glue.
2. Their goal is to read through the anchor chart about the
structure of this type of writing, and then use the pieces to
try and piece the writing back together and determine which
piece is which part of the structure. They can glue them on
to their Apprentice Challenge mat when done.
3. Once a group finishes the challenge, use the answer key below
to check their work. If correct, award them with their
Apprentice badge (Yay!) and have them place it on their badge
board. They can now proceed to the next challenge.

Picture of answer key
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Ace Challenge
Steps to get ready:
1. Each team needs an envelope with their Ace Challenge pages.
2. Make sure you have your Boosts ready to give out to
deserving groups! The Boosts for this challenge are sentence
stems that can help them if they are stuck on what to write
about. Give a deserving team just one Boost at a time (not
the whole page!)
3. Their goal is to read through the writing piece, but they will
notice parts missing. Based on what is there and what they
know about the characteristics and structure of the type of
writing, they need to write in the missing parts.
4. Once a group finishes the challenge, use the answer key below
to check their work. If correct, award them with their Ace
badge (Yay!) and have them place it on their badge board.
They can now proceed to the next challenge.
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Exemplar

Challenge

Steps to get ready:
1. Prior to giving the groups their Exemplar Challenge envelopes,
there’s a BOOST they all have a chance to earn! Give the
group the envelope with the cut up puzzle/editing checklist and
tape. Using the writing side (not editing side), have them put
the puzzle together and tape the pieces down. Flip it over to
reveal their Boost for this challenge!
2. Once the Boost has been created, they may come and get
their Exemplar Challenge envelope from you.
3. Their goal is to read through the poorly written writing piece
and use their editing checklist to edit the piece. Feel free to
encourage students to use any other editing knowledge they
may have from your prior teaching.
4. Once a group finishes the challenge, use the answer key below
to check their work. If correct, award them with their
Exemplar badge (Yay!) and have them place it on their badge
board. They can now proceed to the next challenge.
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master

Challenge

Steps to get ready:
1. Each team needs an envelope with their Master Challenge
pages (some pieces need cut up prior to giving them to
students!).
2. Their goal is to pass out the cards, one to each student in the
group. Then they must write a piece of writing incorporating
the cards somehow into the writing. Tell them to get creative!
Each student is in charge of how their card gets put into the
story.
1. Once a group finishes the challenge, read through their writing
to look for characteristics and structure of the writing. If
correct, award them with their Master badge (Yay!) and have
them place it on their badge board.
2. Finally, give the team their FINAL CHALLENGE (pieces will need
to be cut prior to this challenge). This is the challenge that will
lead them to the location of their prize!
3. Once a team finishes the final challenge and has found their
certificate, they may be given their early finisher activity to
complete in teams or individually based on your preference.
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Boosts&Zingers
Information:
1.
Boosts and Zingers are made to help encourage your students to work together,
collaborate, and do their very best.
2. Boosts are ‘hints’ given to students at different times throughout the challenges.
They are specific to the challenge and give the team information that can help
BOOST them to get the challenge done faster.
3. Zingers are ‘setbacks’ given to teams when collaboration and team work are not
taking place. They freeze a group for a specific time, taking away their ability to
work. You can also use Zingers for groups who are really far ahead and you need
to slow them down.
4.

5.

Zingers can be used at any time. There are no specific challenges
in which directions will tell you to use the Zingers. You may want
give an entire team a zinger to slow them down. If one child is
‘taking over’ & doing most of the work…give that child a zinger.
Those who have been ‘zinged’ may not work for 5 minutes. Just
keep the Zinger cards with you and hand them out as you deem
necessary.
Boosts, on the other hand, have specific times and
challenges in which they are used.
1.
Rookie Boost – are used during the Rookie challenge to
help students identify the characteristics of the type
of writing. You can hand these out to teams that you
think need an extra hand, are working together and
deserve something special, etc.
2. Ace Boosts – are used during the ACE challenge to help
students write missing pieces of the writing examples.
These Boosts are for you to give teams that you
think need an extra hand, are working together and
deserve something special, etc.
3. Exemplar Boosts – are used during the Exemplar
challenge. This is a unique boost that all teams will
earn. This is given to the teams BEFORE the actual
challenge is given out.
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